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5 Non5 Non--locking concurrency Control      locking concurrency Control      

5.1 Timestamp ordering
5.2 Basic implementation
5.3 Optimistic CC in centralized and 

distributed systems 

based on slides by Weikum / Vossen: Transactional Information Systems; H. Garcia Molina HS-2010 HS / 06-TA-NonLocking- 2

Time stamp orderingTime stamp ordering

Basic idea:
- assign timestamp ts(t)  when transaction t starts
- if ts(t1) < ts(t2) … < ts(tn), then scheduler has to produce 

history equivalent to t1,t2,t3,t4, ... tn

Timestamp ordering rule: 
pi(x) and qj(x)   conflicting operations, 
pi(x)  is executed before qj(x)     (i.e. pi(x) <  qj(x))  
⇔
ts(ti) < ts(tj) 

Issues:  
- how to find out that x has been modified by a younger / older TA ??  
- TS order in distributed setting
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Timestamp orderingTimestamp ordering

If not: cycle in conflict graph
cycle of length 2:  ts(t1) < ts(t2) ∧ ts(t2) < ts(t1)   #
Induction over length of cycle   => #

=>  No cycle in conflict graph 

All conflicting steps of a schedule s timestamp-ordered
⇒ conflict-serializable schedules 
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TO SchedulerTO Scheduler
Basic principle:

Abort transaction if its  operation is "too late“
Remember timestamp of last write of each data item x: 

maxW(x) and last read maxR(x)

Transaction i:      ti with timestamp ts(ti)  
Operations:         ri(x)  / wi(x)  -- ti wants to read / write x
Scheduler state: maxR(x) / maxW(x) 

= timestamp of youngest TA which read x
/ has  written x
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TO Scheduler: readTO Scheduler: read

Read: TA ti with timestamp ts(ti) reads x : ri(x) 

(i)                -----------|------|----------- > 
wj(x)  ri(x)          and       ts(ti) <  ts(tj)

⇒ maxW(x)  > ts(ti):
i,.e. there is a younger TA which has written x        

⇒ contradicts timestamp ordering:  ti reads too late  
⇒ abort  TA ti , restart ti with larger timestamp

Start ti tj
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TO Scheduler: read (2)TO Scheduler: read (2)

Example:     ------------|------|----------- > 
wj(x)      ri(x)      and         ts(tj) <  ts(ti)

(ii) maxW(x) < ts(ti)      go ahead     

Start tj ti

------------|------|---------------> 
wj(x)   ri(x) abort (tj)

Start tj ti

⇒ Dirty read! Solution??
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TO Scheduler: strict scheduler  TO Scheduler: strict scheduler  

commit tj

Start tj ti

------------|------|-------------------------> 
wj(x)  ri(x)

ri(x)

Solution: Delay read until write committed

Commit-flag c(x) = 0 if last write committed, 1 otherwise

substitute(ii) by:
(ii) (maxW(x) ≤ ts(ti)) //modified  by commit bit

if (c(x) == 0 ) maxR(x)= maximum (maxR(x),ts(ti)); 
else    delay ti until c(x) ==0;   

why "max"?
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Distributed case even worse (example)Distributed case even worse (example)

(Node S1) (Node S2)
(t1)   a ← x(S1)   -r1- (t2)   d ← y(S2)
(t1)   x ← a+100 -w1- (t2)   y ← 2d
(t2)   c ← x(S1)   -r2- (t1)   b ← y(S2)
(t2)   x ← 2*c        -w2- (t1)   y ← b+100

ts(t1)  <  ts(t2)
Abort t1Abort t1 at S1

Cascading abort of  t2 Abort  t2 at S2

read: t1 reads x@S1 into a … etc
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Strict timestamp ordering Strict timestamp ordering 
Strict TO
Lock the items changed until TA has been committed  

(or aborted)

(Node S1) (Node S2)
(t1)   a ← x(S1) (t2)   d ← y(S2)
(t1)   x ← a+100                (t2)   y ← 2d

LOCK x (t1)   b ← y(S2)
(t1)   y ← b+100

ts(t1) <  ts(t2)
abort t1

abort t1 at S1

UNLOCK T1
(t2)   c ← x(S1)
(t2)   x ← 2*c
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TO Scheduler operation: writeTO Scheduler operation: write
Write: TA ti with timestamp ts(ti) writes x : wi(x)
(i)     maxR(x) > ts(ti):

abort(ti)

(ii) maxW(x)  > ts(ti)  ∨ maxR(x) > ts(ti) :
/* x has been written or read by younger transaction:         

# timestamp ordering
abort  TA ti

(iii) maxW(x) ≤ ts(ti)  ∧ maxR(x) ≤ ts(ti) :
schedule wi(x) for execution: 

write(x); 
maxWrite(x) = ts(ti);
c(x) = 1; 

Could we do 
better when x 
has been written 
by younger TA?
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Thomas Write RuleThomas Write Rule
Idea: younger write overwrites older write 

without changing effect of timestamp ordering

maxR(x) maxW(x)

ts(ti)

ti wants to write x

t

maxR(x) < ts(ti)  < maxW(x)    then ignore write of ti

ts(tj)

What if tj aborts??
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Scheduling 'write' with Thomas ruleScheduling 'write' with Thomas rule

Write: TA ti with timestamp ts(ti) writes x : wi(x)
(i)     maxR(x) > ts(ti):

abort(ti)

maxW(x)  > ts(ti)  
/* x has been written or read by younger transaction:                

ignore wi(x) 

(iii) maxW(x) ≤ ts(ti)  ∧ maxR(x) ≤ ts(ti) :
-- schedule wi(x) for execution: 

c(x) = 1;
tmp(x) = read(x)  -- to be restored, if ti aborts
write(x); 

maxWrite(x) = ts(ti);
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Another rule?Another rule?

TA ti with ts(ti) < maxW(x) < maxR(x) wants to write

maxW(x)

maxR(x)

Can ti go ahead and ignore wi(x)  ??

rj(x)

If there is a read rj(x) before the write  maxW(x)
then TA tj has read a wrong value, read-write conflict, 
writer too late ⇒ wrong order if  tj < ti

maxR(x)

ts(ti)
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Scheduler / Data manager architectureScheduler / Data manager architecture

DBS 
TO scheduler

Data
manager

t1 t2 tn

r1(x) w2(y)
wn(x)

Independent 
processes / threads

- scheduler: ensure
serializable sequence
of operations

- data manager: 
record access, buffer
management, I/O

Global TA manager

Local Scheduler

The problem: 
DM may change 
order of execution!
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TO scheduler and Data managerTO scheduler and Data manager

TO-Scheduler sends conflicting conflicting operations ri(x), 
wj(x) , 
ts(ti) < ts(tj) , maxR(x), maxW(x) < ts(tj) 

DM  changes order of execution: wj(x) before rj(x)
serializability compromised

Cannot happen with locks! Why? 
Why could that 
happen?
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TO manager and Data managerTO manager and Data manager

Avoid interference by handshake: 
Each operation sent to DM has to be      

acknowledged
One active write operation

or many active read operations allowed.

Solution:        "lock variables"  
number of readers of x :  nR(x)
number of writers of x:     nW(x)

nR(x) == 0 ∧ nW(x) == 0  : schedule wi(x) 
otherwise enqueue wi(x)

nR(x) >= 0 ∧ nW(x) == 0 : schedule ri(x)
otherwise enqueue ri(x)
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Modified Time ordered scheduling of writesModified Time ordered scheduling of writes
Queue q; ….
void write ( TA ti, Object x) {  /* write wi(x)

if  ts(ti)< maxR(x)   ti.abort();  /* there is a 
/* younger reader

else  if ts(ti)<maxW(x) ; /* Thomas write rule
/* IGNORE WRITE (tell ti "success") 

else {      /* process write regularly…
maxW(x) ← ts(ti);
if  (q.isEmpty()  ∧ nW(x)== 0  ∧ nR(x) ==0 ) {

nW(x) ← 1;   dataMgr.write(x);
WAIT ( commit (ti)) ; 
}

else q.add (W, ti)  ;
}

}

Similar for read
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TO schedulingTO scheduling

Note:
TO scheduler / DM synchronization is different from waiting 

for EOT to enforce  strict TO protocol 
But c(x) can be implemented with nW(x):

if ti has     incremented  nW(x)  0 1 
wait for commit (ti)  before decrementing nW(x)

Enqueue operations  ri(x) / wi(x) 
if  nW(x) > 0   /  nW(x) > 0 ∨ nR(x) > 0

Release appropriate element from queue if 
nW(x)   and/or    nR(x)  decreased  
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Another issue: Management of timestampsAnother issue: Management of timestamps

x1
x2

xn

... ... ...

data        maxR maxW nR / nW

maxR / maxW must be kept for each data item in DB
Space! I/O traffic !! a read is a write – not a solution
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Timestamp cacheTimestamp cache

x1
x2

xn

... ... ...

data        maxR maxW nR / nW

tsMin

• if TA reads / writes data item: make cache entry
• flush cache periodically: purge rows with 
timestamp <= tsMin e.g. currentTime – delta

• ts for data on disk: tsMin
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Timestamp cacheTimestamp cache

Enforce  timestamp order rule for wi(x) :
Use maxW (x) if x is in cache
Assume maxW(x) = tsMin otherwise
Same for reads

Hash table as data structure (like lock table) 
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Time stamp cc and 2PLTime stamp cc and 2PL

TO    conflict serializable
2PL   conflict serializable

2PL ≡ TO ?? 
NO!

t1: w1(y)
t2: r2(x) r2(y) w2(Z)             ts(t1)<ts(t2)<ts(t3)
t3: w3(x)

S: r2(x) w3(x) w1(y) r2(y) w2(Z) 

S could be produced with T.O. but not
with 2PL
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Time stamp order and distributionTime stamp order and distribution

Distributed TO scheduling
Lightweight protocol for homogenous DDB    
Basic prerequisite: total order of TA timestamps

e.g. local counter ++ server# or Lamport-like clocks
TO schedulers  independent, as opposed to

2PL: deadlock threat
Total order:  guarantees serializable schedule  at all sites
At TA commit: release nW(x) / nR(x)  locks
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How to assign timestamps?How to assign timestamps?

Counter ++ Server id 
for timestamp    => total order

Tricky detail: 
suppose only a few TA at site S1, many at site S2

counter(S1)  << counter(S2) 
TAs originating at S2 will be frequently aborted  

Any idea to solve this problem? 

Solution: logical clocks, e.g. Lamport clock
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LamportLamport clockclock

What we want: 
- if  a happens before b in one server 
(or process) : a < b

- if a is a 'send' of message m, 
b the message 'receive' of m : a < b 

Transitive relation, but partial order: if servers do not 
exchange messages, their "clocks" are not comparable

Assign timestamp C(a) to each a such that 
a  < b => C(a) < C(b) 
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LamportLamport clock (example)clock (example)
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Rules:    1) there is one tick between 2 events
2)  send (cs,m): increment clock cs =cs+1 and 

send cs together with send msg m
3) receive (cr,m) : set own clock cr = max (cr,cm)+1

expl by Tanenbaum, Distr. Sys.

Correction
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Pessimistic Pessimistic vsvs OptimisticOptimistic

Timestamp Order is pessimistic

All checks are made before operation is 
scheduled

Optimistic:    work isolated on copy of data
write back if no potential conflict 
has occurred
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Optimistic protocolOptimistic protocol

Optimistic CC in homogeneous DDBS:
Same protocol as centralized DBS

(1) Read phase, updates on 'private' copies
(2) Validation phase:
Forward oriented optimistic CC (FOCC):
ReadSet (tj | tj running) ∩ WriteSet (valida. TA) == ∅ ?
if not (= conflict) abort one of ti, tj else
(3) Write phase, modified data to database

Issue: no concurrency allowed in validation phase,
efficient implementation?  
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Example: FOCCExample: FOCC

t1
r1(x) r1(y) w1(x)

read
phase

write
phase

val.

t2
r2(y) r2(z) w2(z)val.

t3
r3(z)

abort

t4
r4(x) val. w4(y)r4(y)

t5
r5(x) r5(y)

example by Vossen, Weikum

option: wait (!)
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FOCC : FOCC : serializableserializable

A schedule which has been produced by an
optimistic scheduler with Forward oriented 
validation (FOCC)  is conflict serializable

Proof:
Assume that SG  has been acyclic and that validating tj would create a cycle.
So tj would have to have an outgoing edge to an already committed tk.
However, for all previously committed tk the following holds:
• If tk was committed before tj started, then no edge (tj, tk) is possible.
• If tj was in its read phase when tk validated, then WS(tk) must be

disjoint with RS(tj) and all later reads of tj and all writes of tj
must follow tk; (Note: validation has to be implemented properly: 
no action by other TAs during validation (!)
So neither a wr nor a ww/rw edge (tj, tk) is possible.

Useful property: Read-only transactions never abort

see by Vossen, Weikum
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Optimistic cc  and OR MappingOptimistic cc  and OR Mapping

"Business Logic"

user interaction

DB access+ 
cache 

"Business Logic"

user interaction

DB access+ 
cache 

No problem in single
user mode.

Solutions in multi
user mode:

a) use locking
mechanism of DBS
⇒ caching not very
effective .

b) optimistic !? 
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'Emulated' optimistic CC'Emulated' optimistic CC

How to use Optimistic CC ?

DBS: - any synchronization mechanism, 2PL, MVCC,...
- no callback mechanism for  data modified by    

X also stored in cache of Y
.

First phase (read) of optimistic CC fits perfectly:
data to be read and / or modified copied into cache.

How to validate? 
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OR mapping and optimistic CCOR mapping and optimistic CC

Valdidation:
– use time stamps "last write" for each tuple
– Backward oriented validation: 

Write phase:

if (for all x to be written back
ts(xold) = ts(xdb))
noConflict=true;

else 
abort_transaction;

if  noConflict {
lock modified records xi in DB;
write(xi); 
unlock (xi);}
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Isolation and OR mappingIsolation and OR mapping

Performance
- two independent sync mechanisms
- write back may take some time, but only short locks 

in database
- Concurrent reads will not be impeded

But serializability?
- NO:  
r1(x) r2(x) r2(y) ______w1(xnew)__w2(ynewf(xold,yold))

- READ COMMITTED?
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Isolation and OR mapping(2)Isolation and OR mapping(2)

Suppose DBS employs 2PL (which most do)

READ UNCOMMITTED: no read locks
READ COMMITTED: short read locks, but danger of 

lost updates.

Viewed from OR mapper:
- no data currently write locked are read (?)
TRUE – provided the DB connection has isolation 

level read committed (!)
i.e. connections have an isolation level,
default is read committed.
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Isolation and OR mapping(3)Isolation and OR mapping(3)

⇒ no dirty data read

No lost update as with READ COMMITTED and locking:
l1(x) r1(x)  l2(x) ul1(x) r2(y) ul2(x) l1(x) w1(x) ul1(x)c1 l2(x)w2(x)...)

... since second TA will be aborted: version of x has
changed since last read. 

Versions implemented by counter or time stamp.

• How to deal with databases without version numbers?
• Is FOCC an option? 
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Optimistic CCOptimistic CC & & LockingLocking

Can locks with combined with optimism??
Example: high traffic reservation system
Typical TA:  
check "seats_avail >0 ?" 

if yes, do this and that;
write seats_avail-1

seats_avail is a hot spot object
Hotspot: high contention may cause bottleneck

⇒ locks should be very short without 
destroying transactional guarantees 
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Predicate based locking: field callsPredicate based locking: field calls

Not the state per se is important but a predicate here: 
"seats_avail >0 ?" 

Optimistic strategy: 
If a predicate p is true at BOT then it will be true with high 
probability at EOT,   if not: abort

Additional operations Verify and Modify:

Verify: test predicate – short read lock
work phase: do not modify data, but write redo logs
Validate and modify,  (short) write lock 

Compare to optimistic cc: difference?? 
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Optimistic CCOptimistic CC & & LockingLocking: : fieldfield callscalls

Short locks, more parallelism
If only decrement / increment operations: concurrent 

writing possible without producing inconsistencies 

Verify P : check predicate 
P  ("seats_avail >0"?)  

//like read phase
put "seats_avail - 1" into to_do list;
rest of TA
@ EOT:  Modify: for all  operations on to_do list 
{ lock; verify once more; if 'false' rollback   

else  write updates;}
unlock all;   
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EscrowEscrow11 lockslocks

1 Treuhänder

Escrow locks guarantee  that predicate still holds at 
modification time.           
Assumption: operations on hotspot data objects commutative, 

e.g. counter c incr / decr (x,v)
Escrow: assertion on counter which holds independent on 

the outcome of pending transactions on hotspot c

Question: how can abort at EOT be avoided?
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Escrow lock: exampleEscrow lock: example

c = 100, invariant: c>=0,    assertion: [100,100], no TA  pending
TA1  decr(c, 20)
c  = 100 assertion [100,80] , TA1 pending
TA2: incr( c,30)
c= 100 assertion [100, 110], TA1, TA2

TA2: commit  ⇒ c = 130, assertion [130, 110], TA1 pending 
TA3: intends  decr(c,120) : REJECT, no guarantee
TA1: abort ⇒ c = 130, assertion [130, 130], no TA pending
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Escrow locks and traditional locking?Escrow locks and traditional locking?

Observation: 
E-lock ("escrow-lock") relaxes

guarantees of R-lock (shared read lock):
min <= value <= max ,    value to be read??

1. Conservative solution: lock conversion
Each pending TA has to execute its pending
write operation on c ⇒ min=max=v ⇒ E- ⇒ R-lock 

2.   Define more than one read- operation: 
fuzzy-read:  v' = read_fuzzy(x,ε) 
means: v-ε  ≤ v' ≤v+ε, v value in serializable schedule
⇒ ε- serializability
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CC in DBS and homogeneous DDBSCC in DBS and homogeneous DDBS

2PL: Used frequently in commercial systems
Simple enhancement in distributed systems
Deadlocks possible – critical in distributed DBS

• Timestamp ordering
- a reasonable  alternative
- aborts more likely - - no deadlocks

- - useful in a distributed sytem
• Optimistic

- useful in client server systems: prepare in 
cache and check conflicts later

- Useful when most TA are read-only 
- Used in OR-Mapping
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SummarySummary

2PL is still  *the* protocol

• Nonlocking protocols advantageous in 
special situations

- # reads / # writes  >> 1
- timestamps have nice property

in DDB (no coordination of 
TO schedulers) 

- OR mapping uses optimistic sync 
Traditional systems with 2PL (DB2, Oracle,..) have  a 

'momentum' 
• Most important: decrease locking overhead for reads !
⇒ Multiversion CC


